Abstract. We prove two new forms of Jacobi-type J-fraction expansions generating the binomial coefficients, x+n n and x n , over all n ≥ 0. Within the article we establish new forms of integer congruences for these binomial coefficient variations modulo any (prime or composite) h ≥ 2 and compare our results with existing known congruences for the binomial coefficients modulo primes p and prime powers p k . We also prove new exact formulas for these binomial coefficient cases from the expansions of the h th convergent functions to the infinite J-fraction series generating these coefficients for all n.
We also have known results providing decompositions, or reductions of order, of the next binomial coefficients modulo the prime powers, p k [5] .
Similarly, we can decompose linear and quadratic (and more general) polynomial inputs to the lower binomial coefficient indices as the congruence factors given by [5 Within the context of this article, we are motivated to establish meaningful, non-trivial integer congruences for the two indeterminate binomial coefficient sequence variants, x+n n and x n , modulo both prime and composite bases h ≥ 2 by using new expansions of the Jacobi-type continued fractions generating these binomial coefficient variants that we prove in Section 2 and in Section 3. The next subsection establishes related known continued fractions and integer congruence properties for the general forms of Jacobi-type J-fractions of which our new results are special cases.
Continued Fractions Generating the Binomial Coefficients. In this article, we study new properties and congruence relations satisfied by the integer-order binomial coefficients through two specific, and apparently new, Jacobi-type continued fraction expansions of a formal power series in z. The expansions of these J-fractions are similar in form to a known Stieltjes-type continued fraction, or S-fraction, expansion given in Wall's book as [9, 
(Binomial Series S-Fraction)
Jacobi-Type J-Fractions for Generalized Factorial Functions. The loosely-termed "non-exponential" forms of a generalized class of binomial-coefficient-related generalized factorial functions, p n (α, R), defined as p n (α, R) := R(R + α)(R + 2α) · · · (R + (n − 1)α),
where the special cases of n! = p n (−1, n),
denotes the Pochhammer symbol are studied in the reference [8] . Exponential generating functions for the generalized symbolic product functions, p n (α, R), with respect to n are known and given in closed-form by
where the corresponding generalized forms of the Stirling numbers of the first kind, or α-factorial coefficients, are defined by the generating functions [7, 
The power series expansions of the ordinary generating functions for these factorial functions, which typically converge only for z = 0 when the parameter R is a function of n, are defined formally in [8] by infinite J-fractions of the form
These typically divergent ordinary generating functions are usually only expanded as power series in z by "regularized " Borel sums involving reciprocal powers of z (and αz) such as those given as examples in the introduction to [8] .
Properties of the Expansions of General J-Fraction Series. More generally, Jacobi-type J-fractions correspond to power series defined by infinite continued fraction expansions of the form
for some sequences {c i } i≥1 and {ab i } i≥1 , and some (typically formal) series variable z ∈ C [6, cf. §3.10] [9, 1, 2]. The formal series enumerated by special cases of the truncated and infinite continued fraction series of this form include ordinary (as opposed to typically closed-form exponential ) generating functions for many one and two-index combinatorial sequences including the generalized factorial functions studied in the references [1, 2, 4, 8] .
The h th convergents, Conv h (z), to the J-fraction expansions of the form in the previous equation have several useful characteristic properties: (A) The h th convergent functions exactly enumerate the coefficients of the infinite continued fraction series as
The convergent function component numerator and denominator sequences are each easily defined recursively by the same second-order recurrence in h with differing initial conditions. The h th convergent functions are always rational in z which implies an "eventually periodic" nature to their coefficients, as well as h-order finite difference equations satisfied by the coefficients of these truncated series approximations. 
Typically we are only interested in the congruences formed by the h th convergent functions for the coefficients of z n the infinite series, J [∞] (z) in z for 0 ≤ n ≤ h, which are in fact exactly enumerated by these convergent functions. Other properties of the convergent functions, such as finite difference equations satisfied by their coefficients, suggest other non-obvious and non-trivial properties of the resulting congruences guaranteed by the convergent functions.
1.3. Organization of the Article. We provide two new forms of infinite J-fractions generating the binomial coefficients, x+n n and x n , for n ≥ 0 and any non-zero indeterminate x in the next sections of the article. These new continued fraction results lead to new exact formulas and finite difference equations for these binomial coefficient variants, and new congruences for the binomial coefficients modulo any (prime or composite) integers h ≥ 2 whenever
2 . Addition formulas for these J-fractions imply new identities for reductions of order of the upper index, x, comparable to the statements of Lucas' theorem and the other results modulo primes p and prime powers p k given in Section 1.1. The proofs of these new continued fraction expansions mostly follow by inductive arguments applied to known recurrence relations for the h th numerator and denominator convergent function sequences. The proofs that these infinite J-fraction expansions exactly enumerate our binomial coefficient variants of interest follow from the rationality of the h th convergent functions in z for all h ≥ 1. Consequences of the proofs of our main theorems include new exact formulas for the binomial coefficients, , and new congruence properties for these binomial coefficient forms. Since the proofs of the corresponding results in each case given in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively, are so similar, we give careful proofs of the results for the case of the J-fractions generating x+n n in the first section, and choose to only state the analogous results for the case of ). For a non-zero indeterminate x, let the sequences, c (1) x,i and ab (1) x,i , be defined over i ≥ 1 as follows:
We then define the h th convergent functions,
, through the component numerator and denominator functions given recursively by
Listings of the first several cases of the numerator and denominator convergent functions, P 1,h (x, z) and Q 1,h (x, z), are given in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively.
Proposition 2.2 (Formulas for the Numerator Convergent Functions).
For all h ≥ 1 and indeterminate x, the numerator convergent functions, P 1,h (x, z), have the following formulas:
Proof. The proof follows from (1) of Definition 2.1 by induction on h. The claimed formula holds for h = 0, 1, 2 by the computations given in Table 1 . Suppose that h ≥ 3 and that the two equivalent formulas stated in the proposition for P 1,k (x, z) are correct for all k < h. In particular, the stated formula holds when k = h − 1, h − 2. Then by expanding (1) using our hypothesis, we have that 6 39916800 + 21772800(x + 6)z + 5443200(x + 5)(x + 6)z 2 + 806400(x + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6)z 3 + 75600(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6)z 4 + 4320(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6)z 5 + 120(x + 1)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 5)(x + 6)z 6 
We also notice the particular identity of use in proving Theorem 2.4 below that the coefficients of the powers of z n on the right-hand-sides of the stated formulas satisfy
which is proved by summing exactly with Mathematica. 
we have that the denominator convergent functions, Q 1,h (x, z), satisfy the following formula:
Proof. The proof again follows from (1) of Definition 2.1 by induction on h. The claimed formula holds when h = 0, 1, 2 by the computations given in Table 2 . Next, we suppose that h ≥ 3 and that the formula stated in the proposition for Q 1,k (x, z) is correct for all k < h. In particular, the stated formulas hold when k = h − 1, h − 2. Then by expanding (1) using our inductive hypothesis, we have that
The expansions of the J-fractions, and more generally, for any continued fraction whose convergents are defined by the ratio of terms defined recursively as in (1), provide additional recurrence relations and exact finite sums for the h th convergent functions, Conv 1,h (x, z), given by [6, §1.12]
Theorem 2.4 (Main Theorem I).
For integers h ≥ 2, we have that the h th convergent functions, Conv 1,h (x, z), exactly generate the binomial coefficients
Proof. Since Conv 1,h (x, z) is rational in z for all h ≥ 2, Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 imply the following finite difference equations for the coefficients of the convergent functions, Conv 1,h (x, z),
We must show that [z n ] Conv 1,h (x, −z) = x+n n in the separate cases where 0 ≤ n < h and when n ≡ h. For the first case, we use induction on n to show our result. Since [z 0 ]F (z)/G(z) = F (0)/G(0) for any functions, F (z) and G(z), with a power series expansion in z about zero, we have by the two propositions above that
≡ 1 for all h ≥ 2. Next, we suppose that for h > n ≥ 1 and all k < n,
. Since 0 ≤ n−i < n for all i in the right-hand-side sum of (3), we can apply the inductive hypothesis, combined with the observation in (2) from the proof of Proposition 2.2, to the recurrence relation in the previous equation to obtain that when n < h we have
To prove the claim in the first special case of (3) where [z n ] P 1,h (x, −z) ≡ 0, ie. precisely when n ≡ h, we use an alternate approach to evaluating these sums by exactly summing with Mathematica as
where p F q (a 1 , . . . , a p ; b 1 , . . . , b q ; z) denotes the generalized hypergeometric function whose coefficients over powers of z k are given by the Pochhammer symbol products,
]. When h ≡ n, the terms contributed by the generalized hypergeometric function in the previous equation are zero-valued 1 . Therefore when n ≡ h, we have that
We can actually prove a stronger statement of Theorem 2.4 which provides that [z n ] Conv 1,h (x, z) = x+n n for all 0 ≤ n < 2h, though for the purposes of showing that our J-fraction expansions defined by Definition 2.1 are correct, the proof of the theorem given above suffices to show the result. One consequence of the theorem is that we have the following finite sums exactly generating, x+n n , for any x and all n ≥ 0, ie. in the case of (3) where h ≡ n:
1 ie. since (−n) n+1+k = 0 for all k ≥ 0 and where for all integers n ≥ 1 the next hypergeometric sum is evaluated exactly with Mathematica as
Corollary 2.5 (Congruences for
2 . For all h ≥ 2, m ≥ h, 0 ≤ x ≤ h, and n ≥ 0, whenever λ m (x) ∈ Z and h | λ m (x), we have the following congruences congruences for the binomial coefficients modulo h:
Proof. The result is an immediate corollary of (3) Remark 2.6 (Exact Congruences for the Binomial Coefficients). We conjecture that in fact for all h ≥ 2, h > n ≥ 0, and x < h, which typically corresponds to the cases of the binomial coefficients that we actually wish to evaluate modulo h, that
Using this result, we can expand these special case congruences for x+n n modulo 2, 3, 4, and 5 as follows:
x + n n ≡ 5(x + 5) 9
x + n − 1 n − 1 − 5(x + 4)(x + 5) 56
x + n − 3 n − 3 − 5(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 5) 3024
x + n − 4 n − 4 + (x + 1)(x + 2)(x + 3)(x + 4)(x + 5) 15120
Corollary 2.7 (Reduction of Order of the Binomial Coefficients). For integers r, p such that p ≥ r ≥ 0, let the sequences, k r,p (x), be defined as
For all integers p, q ≥ 0, we have an addition theorem for the binomial coefficients given by
where λ h (x) is defined as in Corollary 2.5.
Proof. We can prove the result using the matrix method from the references [1, §1, p. 133] [9, §11].
In particular, for integers p ≥ r ≥ 0, let the functions, k r,p (x), denote the solutions to the matrix equation
Since the two formulas are equivalent, we obtain the next form of the addition formula, or alternately, a formula providing a "reduction" of the order of the upper and lower indices to the binomial coefficients, x+n n , given by the expansion in the references in the following forms for all integers p, q ≥ 0:
We notice that this result provides exact finite sum expansions of the binomial coefficients, x+n n , for any x and n ≥ 0 which hold modulo any integers h ≥ 2 (prime or composite), and compare the reduction in the upper and lower coefficient indices to the congruence result provided by Lucas' theorem and its related variants stated in the introduction.
J-Fraction Expansions for the Binomial Coefficients, x n
We can construct (and formally prove) similar convergent-based J-fraction constructions enumerating the binomial coefficients, ). For a fixed non-zero indeterminate x and i ≥ 1, we define the component sequences, c (2) x,i and ab (2) x,i , as follows:
otherwise.
For h ≥ 0, we define the h th convergent functions, Conv 2,h (x, z) := P 2,h (x, z)/ Q 2,h (x, z), recursively through the component functions in the forms of
Listings of the first several cases of the numerator and denominator convergent functions, P 2,h (x, z) and Q 2,h (x, z), are given in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. Table 3 . The Numerator Convergent Functions, P 2,h (x, z), Generating the Binomial Coefficients, Formulas) . For all h ≥ 2 and a fixed indeterminate x, the numerator and denominator convergent functions, P 2,h (x, z) and Q 2,h (x, z), each satisfy the .
We have a corresponding addition, or lower index reduction, formula for the binomial coefficients, , given by the following equations for integers p, q ≥ 0: We can again compare the statements of the two summation formulas in the corollary to the binomial coefficient expansions in the statement of Lucas' theorem from the introduction modulo any prime p.
Conclusions
We have established the forms of two new Jacobi-type J-fraction expansions providing ordinary generating functions for the binomial coefficients, x+n n and x n , for any x and all n ≥ 0. The key ingredients to the proofs of these series expansions are the rationality of the h th convergents, Conv i,h (x, z), for all h ≥ 1 and closed-form formulas for the corresponding numerator and denominator function sequences, which are finite-degree polynomials in z with deg z {P i,h (x, z)} = h − 1 and deg z {Q i,h (x, z)} = h for all h ≥ 1 when i = 1, 2. The finite difference equations implied by the rationality of the h th convergent functions at each h lead to new exact formulas for, and new congruences satisfied by, the two binomial coefficient variants studied within the article. We note that unlike the J-fraction expansions enumerating the generalized factorial functions studied in the reference [8] , the h th modulus, λ h (x), of these J-fractions defined in Corollary 2.5 is not strictly integer-valued for all x and h, which complicates the formulations of the new congruence properties for the binomial coefficient variants considered in the article.
We also compare the two forms of the addition, or reduction of index, formulas for these coefficients stated in Corollary 2.7 and in Corollary 3.6 to the forms of Lucas's theorem and to the prime power congruences cited in the introduction, which similarly reduce the upper and lower indices to these sequences with respect to powers of prime moduli. New research directions based on the results in this article include further study of the binomial coefficient congruences given in Section 2 and Section 3 modulo composite integers h ≥ 4. In particular, one direction for future research based on these topics is to find exact formulas for doubly-indexed sequences of multipliers, m i,h,n , such that x+n n ≡ m 1,h,n [z n ] Conv 1,h (x, z) (mod h) and x n ≡ m 2,h,n [z n ] Conv 2,h (x, z) (mod h) for all integers x, n ≥ 0. This application is surely a non-trivial task worthy of further study and consideration based on the results we prove here.
